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BRIDGE. A tree trunk fallen across a stream,

or a stout vine growing over a ravine, served
very well as a bridge for primitive man. Stones
'-- ·-- and tiro bers placed in the stream as props
make it possible to build longer bridges, and
_ tough vines woven together form rude hammock
bridges suspended from bank to bank. A
single strip of raw hide makes a native bridge
in out-of-the-way India, and holding to a
stick hooked over this cable the traveller is
hauled across the stream by someone on the
opposite bank. Man does not go far on the
road to civilization before the pathway bridge
becomes a highway bridge for horse, cart, and
wagon ; and finally the " iron horse " with its
' ·
heavy loads demands new and stronger bridges .
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Wonderful Modern Bridges

What miracle-workers the modern builders
are, and what wonder-bridges they have built.
The " suspension" or hanging bridge, to which
type belong the strip of raw hide and the
hammock bridge of vines, becomes the giant
network of_ steel cables strengthened to bear
aloft a firm level roadway.
Three of the largest suspension bridges in the
world span East River at New York (Jity. In
the famous Brooklyn bridge two huge towers
of masonry hold aloft four steel cables from
whi~h the roadway is supported. To make the
cables, more than 5,000 steel wires are woven
into a rope as large round as a man's body .
Downward over the stream they curve from the
towers and back to land on the other side,
where their ends are anchored securely in blocks
of masonry buried deep in the earth. The other
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two suspension bridges the Manhattan and
Williamsburg bridges have been built since
the Brooklyn bridge, and steel towers are used
instead of masonry. The Williamsburg bridge
has a river span of 1,600 feet, the longest span
in any bridge of its type, and the l\1anhattan
bridge is said to have the largest carrying
capacity of any bridge in the world. The four
cables of this bridge could support the weight
of two great ocean steamships.
A Lesson from the Romans

Hellgate bridge, another notable New York
bridge, has the largest arch in the world. It is
.a steel arch with a 1,000-foot span, carrying
four railway tracks. The Romans were the
first to use the arch construction successfully
in their famous stone aqueducts and bridges,
but they used a series of arches and did not
attempt to build spans of more than 50 feet.
In the Key West railway, modern engineers,
using 48 coral islands called '' keys '' as stepping stones, have built a series of arches to
carry a railway over lOO miles of open sea
between the mainland of Florida and K.ey West.
In vain the ocean storms hurl their fury against
this sturdy pathway across the waves.
Over the Firth of Forth in Scotland, 51,000
tons of steel have been woven into a giant bridge
holding aloft two railway tracks so firmly that
express trains may safely pass at a speed of 60 ·
to 70 miles an hour. Even in violent storms
that blow men off their feet, this bridge stands
secure. To rivet the steel plates and beams
together, more than 6,000,000_-rivets were required. From 4,000 to 5,000 men worked on
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